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ABSTRACT

by effective techniques for discovering, crawling and indexing the
collections of pages containing information of interest.
This paper presents F LINT, a system to support users in the tasks
of discovering, annotating and indexing data-rich pages publishing
information of interest. The system is domain independent, and the
only required input is a small set of sample pages, each one containing data about one instance of an entity of interest. The system automatically infers an intensional summary of the target entity from
the input pages, and searches the Web for pages publishing data
representing instances of such an entity. The retrieved pages are
then indexed and semantically annotated. Also, based on manual
annotations that can be performed with a minimal manual effort by
the user, the values of relevant attributes of the underlying conceptual entity are extracted and stored in a suitable database. The information contained in the indexed pages can thus be searched with
the traditional IR approach, or by database style queries against the
extracted data.
To give an example consider the three Web pages in Figure 1: the
data published in each of them describe one instance of the H OCK EY P LAYER conceptual entity. F LINT automatically searches the
Web for pages publishing data that represent instances of the same
H OCKEY P LAYER entity. The retrieved pages are then indexed and
annotated as instances of the H OCKEY P LAYER conceptual entity.
Also, the user can mark (by means of a suitable GUI) on the
sample pages values of attributes of the target entity. Based on this
information, the system infers a set of rules for extracting the values
corresponding to the same attributes from all the retrieved pages.
Again from our example, suppose the user labels on the sample
pages the values of attributes such as Position, Birth date,
Height and Weight. The system infers rules for extracting the
values of these attribute from the retrieved pages (clearly from the
pages that contain them).
As a proof of concept, we have implemented the system leveraging on some facilities that Google have recently launched: Google
Co-op1 and Google Base.2

Several Web sites deliver a large number of pages, each publishing
data about one instance of some real world entity, such as an athlete,
a stock quote, a book. Even though it is easy for a human reader
to recognize these instances, current search engines are unaware
of them. Technologies for the Semantic Web aim at achieving this
goal; however, so far they have been of little help in this respect, as
semantic publishing is very limited.
We have developed a system, called F LINT, for automatically
searching, collecting and indexing Web pages that publish data representing an instance of a certain conceptual entity. F LINT takes as
input a small set of labeled sample pages: it automatically infers a
description of the underlying conceptual entity and then searches
the Web for other pages containing data representing the same entity. F LINT automatically extracts data from the collected pages and
stores them into a semi-structured self-describing database, such as
Google Base. Also, the collected pages can be used to populate a
custom search engine; to this end we rely on the facilities provided
by Google Co-op.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of tools and facilities for publishing data on the
Web is rapidly transforming a large portion of the Web in a huge
collection of data-rich pages. Usually, the data delivered by these
pages are exposed according to an implicit schema, and represent
instances of some real world entity. While the richness of data contained in this increasing portion of the Web represents a promising
opportunity, there is a lack of tools and techniques that support the
consumption of the information it offers.
Wrapping techniques have been recently developed for extracting and annotating data from semi-structured Web pages (e.g. [2,
13, 17, 22], see [10] for a recent survey on the topic). These techniques take as input a set of pages that share a common template,
infer the implicit schema according to which data are organized in
the pages, and generate a wrapper that can be used to extract the
data from any page that share the same template of the input set.
However, the adoption of these techniques at a large scale is not feasible mainly because so far the wrapping approach is not supported

• Google Co-op allows users to build a custom search engine
over a domain of interest. With Google Co-op a user first
specifies a set of labels (Facet in the Google terminology)
each one representing a concept from the domain of interest,
and then associates each label with a set of pages that fit the
corresponding concept. Labels can then be explicitly used
in the search process to restrict the results over a specific
concept. In our context, we populate a Google Co-op search
engine by associating the set of pages retrieved by F LINT
with a suitable label (typically the name of the conceptual
entity).
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Figure 1: Three Web pages representing instances of the H OCKEY P LAYER entity
• Google Base can be seen as a self-describing, semi-structured
database where users can upload their structured data. Google
Base adopts a very simple data model: users describe their
data using an item type and attribute/value pairs, without
any restriction on names and values. In our context, Google
Base is used to store the values extracted from the retrieved
pages by F LINT. Each page gives rise to an item, of the same
type of the corresponding entity, and the set of attribute/value
pairs associated with each item corresponds to the data extracted from that page.

interaction between I NDESIT and O UTDESIT is recursively
run, as long as new pages are found.
• Finally, the DATA E XTRACTOR module infers wrappers to
extract annotated values from the collected pages.
As discussed in the previous Section, the extracted data and the
retrieved pages are loaded into Google Base and Google Co-op,
whose querying facilities can be used for searching the results computed by F LINT.
In the remainder of this section we provide some more details
about the main components of the F LINT architecture.

The search and querying facilities offered by Google Co-op and
Google Base can thus be used to search and query the results of
F LINT.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of our method for searching entities by sample; Section 3 discusses related work and Section 4 illustrates the
demonstration scenario.

2.

2.1

I NDESIT
I NDESIT is responsible of seeking the Web site of a given seed
page with the goal of collecting pages offering the same intensional
information as the sample.
I NDESIT relies on the observation that, within a large Web site,
pages offering the same intensional information usually share a
common template and common access paths. For example, consider the Web sites of the three sample pages shown in Figure 1: it
is likely that in each of these Web sites, pages describing a hockey
player have the same template as the corresponding sample page,
and that the access paths to these pages are organized according to
a common pattern.
Based on these ideas I NDESIT implements a crawling algorithm
that scans a given Web site toward pages sharing the same structure of an input seed page [6]. The crawler navigates the Web site
searching for pages that contain lists of links leading to pages which
are structurally similar to the seed page. These lists of links work
like indexes to the searched pages. Therefore, I NDESIT follows the
links offered by these lists to collect the target set.
With respect to our running example, the output of I NDESIT is
the set of hockey player pages published in the Web sites of each
sample page. In our perspective, each of these pages embeds data
representing an instance of the H OCKEY P LAYER entity.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 2 shows the main architectural components of F LINT. We
now briefly comment the role of each component in the task of
retrieving and annotating pages representing instances of the same
conceptual entity as the input sample page. F LINT targets its effort
against that vast portion of the Web which is composed by large,
fairly structured Web sites, exploiting the regularities they exhibit.
F LINT works in four stages, as follows.
• First, it scans the Web sites of the sample pages in order to
discover other pages representing instances of the same entity; this task is achieved by I NDESIT [6].
• From the pages obtained in this initial stage, the E NTITYA N ALYZER module automatically extracts a description of the
entity exemplified by the sample pages.
• Then, based on the entity description and on the pages collected in the first stage, the O UTDESIT module launches searches
on the Web to discover new pages containing data that represent instances of the target entity. The pages found in this
step are iteratively passed as input seeds to I NDESIT, and this
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2.2

E NTITYA NALYZER
Once I NDESIT has collected a number of pages, the E NTITYA N ALYZER module computes a description of the conceptual entity
for which the sample pages represent instances.

DataExtractor
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Outdesit
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Figure 2: F LINT architecture
The description of a conceptual entity is composed by (i) an
intensional description, and (ii) a keyword. The intensional description is expressed by means of a set of terms, each representing
the name of an elementary feature, an attribute, of the entity (e.g.,
position, age, best score). The keyword is a term, extracted from
the Web sites of the sample pages, that characterizes the overall
conceptual domain of the entity (e.g., hockey).
Our method for extracting the entity description is based on the
assumptions that different instances of the same conceptual entity are likely to share a common set of attributes, and that—as
Web pages are produced for human consumption—several attribute
names are explicitly published in the templates of the sample pages.
It is worth saying that this phenomenon has been observed also by
Madhavan et al. in their studies on Web scale data integration [19].
For each sample page, the E NTITYA NALYZER computes the set
of terms that belong to the corresponding template. This task is
performed by analyzing the set of terms that occur in a bunch of
structurally similar pages returned by I NDESIT, and removing those
elements that belong also to the “site template”, i.e. to that portion
of the template that is shared by every page in the site. In this way,
from each sample page a set of terms is extracted: their intersection
is used as intensional description of the entity.
The entity description is completed by a keyword which is generated by analyzing, with standard term weighting techniques, the
words that appear in a number of pages belonging to the Web sites
of the input samples.

until new pages are found.
To correctly expand the search on the Web, F LINT needs to address several issues. First, it has to feed the search engine with keywords that are likely to produce new pages representing instances
of the input entity. Second, as these pages will be used to run a new
instance of I NDESIT, it has to filter them in order to choose those
that really correspond to instances of the input entity.
The keywords to be submitted to the search engine are generated
by means of a simple yet effective technique. As we are searching
for instances of a given entity, we need values that work as identifiers for the instances of the entity. We observe that, since pages
are designed for human consumption, the anchors associated with
the links to our instance pages usually satisfy this properties: they
are expressive, and they univocally identify the instance described
in the target page. In our running example, the anchor to a player
page usually corresponds to the name of the athlete.
Therefore, F LINT issues a number of queries against a search engine, where each query is composed by the anchor of a link to one
of the pages retrieved by the previous I NDESIT execution. To focus
the search engine toward the right domain, each query is completed
with the keyword associated to the entity description: by narrowing
the search we avoid false results due to homonyms.
Each search produces a number of results; however, only a fraction of the returned pages are suitable for our purposes. A crucial
issue is how to drop out pages that do not represent instances of
the target entity. The inclusion of false positives in this step would
compromise the whole process, as any error would be propagated
in the successive steps. This problem can be avoided by checking
its template: only pages whose template contains terms that match
with the intensional description of the entity are taken into account.
Each selected page is then given as input to I NDESIT, which collects again structurally similar pages from each site. The new anchors found by I NDESIT are then used by O UTDESIT to perform
new searches on the Web.
The pages retrieved by O UTDESIT are used to populate a custom

2.3

O UTDESIT
The results produced by the initial I NDESIT execution, together
with the inferred entity description, are used to propagate the search
on the Web. This step is performed by O UTDESIT, which issues a
set of queries against a search engine and elaborates the results in
order to select only those pages that can be considered as instances
of the target entity. Finally, the selected pages are used as seeds to
trigger again an I NDESIT scan, and the whole process is repeated
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search engine. As discussed above, our prototype relies on Google
Co-op: the user creates a facet with the name of the conceptual
entity and associates to it all the pages retrieved by O UTDESIT.
According to the search facilities offered by Google Co-op the label
can be used to restrict or to refine searches over the indexed pages.

2.4

DATA E XTRACTOR
The DATA E XTRACTOR module performs the task of extracting
data from the pages retrieved by O UTDESIT. To achieve this goal
the system requires that the user labels the values of single-valued
attributes of interest on a sample page. Based on a light version
of ROAD RUNNER [13, 3, 12], a system to automatically infer Web
wrappers for data rich pages, the DATA E XTRACTOR generates a
wrapper program to extract the labeled values. The inferred wrapper can extract data from every page sharing the same template
as the labeled sample page. Since I NDESIT retrieves pages from
one site according to their structural similarities with a seed page,
the inferred wrapper is executed over all the pages obtained by the
same I NDESIT scan that collected the sample page.
The DATA E XTRACTOR exploits the redundancy of data published in the retrieved pages to generate wrappers for all the pages
retrieved by O UTDESIT.
By means of standard record linkage techniques [16], the DATA E X TRACTOR groups the retrieved pages by instance. Then, the values
extracted in the initial phase are used to progressively (and automatically) label the remaining pages. The labeled pages are used
by the wrapper generation system to create new wrappers. The process is repeated until all the retrieved pages have been processed.
This approach is inspired by a machine learning technique introduced by Lerman et al. [18] for the issue of wrapper maintenance.
The extracted data are then stored into a semi-structured, self describing data base. Currently we rely on Google Base, but it would
be easy to upload the extracted data in other on line services, such
as, for example, Freebase3 or Swivel4 . In Google Base, the data
extracted from each page give rise to a new item, with a suitable
title and its set of labeled values.

3.

RELATED WORK

Our method is inspired to the pioneering DIPRE technique developed by Brin [7]. With respect to DIPRE, which infers patterns
that occur locally within single web pages to encode tuples, we
infer global access patterns offered by large Web sites containing
pages of interest.
Several Web information extraction (IE) techniques have been
derived from DIPRE [1, 15, 5]. Compared to our approach these
approaches are not able to exploit the information offered by data
rich pages. In fact, they concentrate on the extraction of facts: large
collections of named-entities (such as, for example, names of scientists, politicians, cities), or simple binary predicates, e.g. bornin(politician, city). Moreover, they are mostly effective with facts
that appear in well-phrased sentences, whereas they fail to elaborate data that are implied by Web page layout or mark-up practices,
such as those typically published in Web sites containing data rich
pages.
Our work is also related to researches on focused web crawling [9, 21], which face the issue of fetching web pages relevant to
a given topic. However our goal is different as we attempt to retrieve pages that publish data representing an instance of the entity
exemplified by means of an input set of sample pages.
The problem of retrieving documents that are relevant to a user’s
3
4

information need is the main objective of the information retrieval
field [4, 20]. Although our problem is different in nature, in our
method we also exploit state-of-the-art keyword extraction and term
weighting results from IR. We observe that the task performed by
O UTDESIT might resemble the “similar pages” facility offered by
several search engines. However, the semantics of the O UTDESIT
searches is radically different, as our method aims at searching for
pages similar in the intensional description, not in the extensional
one.
There are several recent research projects that address issues related to ours. The goal of C IMPLE is to develop a platform to
support the information needs of the members of a virtual community [14]. Compared to our method, Cimple requires an expert
to provide a set of relevant sources and to design an entity relationship model describing the domain of interest. The MetaQuerier
developed by Chang et al. has similar objectives to our proposal,
as it aims at supporting exploration and integration of databases on
the Web [11]. However it concentrates on the deep-web, while we
search for pages on the surface-web. A new data integration architecture for Web data is the subject of the PayGo project [19]; the
project focuses on the heterogeneity of structured data on the Web:
it concentrates on explicit structured sources, such as Google Base
and the schema annotations of Google Co-op, while our approach
aims at finding data rich pages containing information of interest.
Somehow, our approach can be seen as a service for populating
the data sources over which PayGo works. Cafarella et al. are developing a system to populate a probabilistic database with data
extracted from the Web [8]. Data extraction is performed by TextRunner [5], an information extraction system that suffers the same
problems discussed above for IE systems, and therefore is not suitable for working on data rich Web pages, which are the target of
our searches.

4.

STATUS OF THE DEMONSTRATION

We have focused our experiments5 on the sport domain. The motivation of our choice is that it is easy to interpret the published information, and then to evaluate the precision of the results produced
by our method. The goal of our experiments was to search for a set
of pages, each one containing data about one athlete (player) of a
given sportive discipline. We have concentrated on several disciplines, such as basketball, hockey, golf, and so on.
For each experiment we report:
• the input pages;
• the entity description inferred by the system;
• the set of pages retrieved by the system (together with some
detail to illustrate how the entity description is used by the
system to filter pages returned by a search engine during the
discovery process).
The data extracted by the system have been uploaded into a
Google Base database, whose url is available from the demonstration Web site, together with the url of a Google Co-op custom,
entity aware search engine populated with the retrieved pages.
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